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ABSTRACT D

If time delay steering of a wid-band array antenna is introduced at the i-f frequency
Instead of at the r-f level, all of the element signal phases will be different and the
summed pulses will not add in-phase to produce a beam in the desired direction. It is
found that when i-f delay steering is used, an additional incremental phase shift must
be introduced into the local oscillator of each mixer to produce in-phase summation.
The delay provides alignment of the envelopes while the local oscillator phase shift
provides in-phase summation. Thit condition is found to be independent of frequency
and thus bandwidth. The effect of i-t delay error on the system's response Is discussed

q i/Iv
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L INTRODUCTION

In an array antenna that must pass narrowband signals it is well known that the
position of the main beam can be steered by varying the relative phase shift between
elements. As the bandwidth of signals* processed by phase steered arrays is increased,
the output signal-to-noise ratio for off-broadside beam positions deteriorates rapidly
[I, 31 and the pulse waveform is distorted affecting the range resolution and accuracy.
This deterioration in performance is caus-d by both the finite propagation time of a
short pulse or complex waveform across the array aperture and the change in beam
position with respect to the signal spectral components (21. By replacing the phase
shift netuorks in a parallel feed array with true time delays, the deterioration in per-
formance Is eliminated by mpking the element signal envelopes at the Input to the
summing network time coincident for all beam positions off broadside.

If the delay steering is introduced at the signal frequency, the antenna is said to
be r-f delay steered. When the delay Is accomplished at I-f. It Is referred to as i-f

4 delay stcering. It is alu will known that when the element delays are introduced at 0

the signal frequency (r-f delay steering) to align the signal envelopes, in-phase addition
of each element signal results. Thus a well-defined beam that is independent of fre-
quency s formed in the desired direction.

Placing the time dlsy network at the r-f or signal frequency has a number of dis-
0 advantages, however. The device must have a bandwidth not only large enough to cover 0 6

the signal bandwidth, but alco large enough to cover the tuning range of the system.
Secondly, at higher microwa ,. frequencies, delay devices tend to be either too lossy
or dispersive. lastly, the phas, stability for long delays is difficult to maintain.

If the signal delay could'be !ntroduced at a lower intermediate frequency (i-f)
before signal summation occurs, the majority of the above disadvantages can be elimi-
nated. That is, the dalay device must only have a bandwidth equal to the signal band-
width. The system's r-f center frequency can be moved over the desired range simply
by changing the local oscillator frequency and phasing. Secondly, it appears easier
to build delay devices at lower frequencies with less loss and dispersion. Thirdly,
since a degree of phase shift at r-f is equal to a degree of phase shift at i-f, the re-
quired phase stability and allowable error (on a one-to-one basis) of the delay device
Is easier to obtain at the lower frequencies.

Moving the signal delay from r-f to a lower intermediate frequency before element
summation introduces additional problems which have been pointed out by Allen (4].
It is found that with the i-f signal delay lines set to provide time coincidence of the
S I4nal envelopes at the input to the summing network, the phase within each element
pulse is different and tne summed pulses will not add in-phase. Therefore no beam
is produced In the desired direction. A beam is produced however, out in another
direction. The position of this new beam is highly frequency sensitive and therefore
,he array will not pass a wideband signal even from that direction without undue dis-
tortion.

In this document ignal bandwidth refers to the spectral width occupied by the signal
during one pulse period, i.e. , instantaneous bandwidth.
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The purpose herein is to show that, with a slight modification to the steering

system, an array antenna using i-f delay steering can be made to form a main steerable
beam in tie desired direction with poir.ting direction independent of frequency for oie
setting of the control circuitry. Thus, it is able to accept a wideband signal with
negligible degradation or distortion.

IL R-F TIME DELAY STEERING

Figure 1 is a block diagram of an N-element wideband, equally spaced, linear
receiving array system (same results apply for the trarsmit case) using r-f time
delay steering. Each element (isotropic) is followed by a wideband, nondinpersive
and lossless variable delay line, Ks, having an impulse response

Kn (t) = 8n (t - Tn) 0 for t - T'T ' 0

a (t - T )dt (1n n

The delay 7n of each line is set according to

"n = (N-n) d/c sin 8 r- (2)

With the delay lines set to this value, the envelope of each element signal at the input
to the summing network will be time coincident for a signal incident from the Or direction.

0 *For r-f delay steering, Or is the direction of the main beam.

If the signal S(t) is represented by

S(t) = p(t) ej(st (3)

* in which p(t) Is the envelope function and w. the signal frequency, the array's normalized
response to a signal from the 0s direction is given by

GN= Z P[t - d rsinOr-! (sin.s in Or)]

JWs t- sin r - (N-1)d (sin 9s
-sin O r)

e It(4)2

sin 10 8' (sin 0s - sin Or

N sin 8 1f (sin 0s - sin Or

This expression fully describes the antenna's response to the signal p(t) received
4 from the 0s direction when the r-f delay lines are set to steer the main beam in the

direction Or . The summation term describes the envelope shape of the array's output.
If p(t) is a pulse whose length is comparable with the aperture transit time, then the

0 2
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Figure 1. R-F Time Delay Steered Array Antenna

output for 0 s 1 
8

r will have a ramp-like leadLig edge and trailing edge 121. The second
term accounts for the output carrier frequency and phase. The last expression is the
familiar array factor.

When the main beam is pointed in the direction of the received signal 0, i.e.,
Or = Os , equation (4) reduces to

Nds ) (t -Edsind
-=GNp c sin 0 e (5)

The output signal is seen to be undistorted and identical to the input signal except for
a shift in time due to the array delay.

S3
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II. I-F TIME DELAY STEERING

Figure 2 is the block diagram of an N-element wideband, equally spaced, linear
amy receiving system* in which the r-f time delay device has been replaced by a
similar variable delay at i-f. Ep.ch channel or element in the array contains a wide-
band low noise r-f amplifier to establish the system noise figure and overcome mixer
losses. The preamplifier is followed by a wideband mixer (parametric converters
have also been used in place oi both r-f amplifier and mixer 1 5]) and variable delay
line Ka with impulse response given by equation (1). Here, however, cbe delay Tn is
defined as

Tn = (N-n) rT (N-n) d sin eT. (6)
cS

\ ( IN -A11,

SO . , S, 5, S. SOIMIXERS

I• "DELAV M K V, K, 7
LINE 0

9g ,  Jg,, g,  !g ,  i .,
0 I R 3 X-i

00

Figure 2, I-F Time Delay Steered Array Antenna
Without Phase Correction

If the delay networks, K., are set to the delays 7,, a signal must arrive from the
direction 6

T !n order to have element-to-element envelope coincidents at the summing
network's input. This direction, 

OT, will be callpd the "time coincident direction".

*Although the array is analyzed in terms of the receive case, the ,wethod used and con-
clusions reached apply equally to the transmit case.

4
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In the case of r-f delay steering this is just the direction of the main beam Or . For i-f

delay steering it will be shown that OT A Or, I.e., the main beam Is not in the same
direction as OT unless an addition steering system is added.

The outputs of the N delay lines are summed in a wideband beam summing network
(the electrical length from each input to the output are assumed equal) to give an output
GN.

A. Effect of Time Delay Steering at I-F With No Phase Correction

First consider what happcns when no local oscillator phase shift Is inserted.
Take the end element, n = 0, of the array as reference. A siqal S(t) given by Equation
(3) impinging on the array from the direction OR reaches the nill element n's seconds
after it reaches the reference, where Ts is the element-to-element propagation delay.

7s = 1 s,, OR . (7)
cI

The signal induced on the nA element is given by

jWs (t - nTs)
Sn(t) = p (t - n's) e (8)

. th
The output of the n- mixer Sn (t) i written

Sn(t) p (t - nis) e (9)

Here the sum frequency has been filtered out. Note that the phase s it that resulted
at the signal frequency due to the propagation delay from the oWto n element has
been preserved.

The i-f delay line output gn(t) becomes

gn(t) = Snt) * (t - in)

= p(t - n7. - '1n) e if - P +W n8)j (10)

where * denotes the convolution between the two time functions.

The delay line affects only the terms associated with w if and not those of w s

If the delay, rn , Is set to produce element-to-element coincidence of the signal
envelope, p(t), (not necessarily phase coherence) for a signal from the direction 0.,

I.e., OT = 0s, the normalized signal at the output of the summing network can be
written

* 5



GN P(t - NB) e
j
I
W ff(t - w . T

+, Prt ) % Wft-Ms-,7

+p(t - NT ) e

J [WCfft - N7 - CoLo(N-1))+pt- N7a) e if a a~

Comparing terms, it can be seen that although the signal envelopes are time
coincident (i.e., the leading edge of each element reaches the summing network's
output at t = Nms for N elements) a phase gradient of LLOr sa has been introduced
across the array. This Is a direct consequence of the mixer and I-f delay. The pres-
ence of this gradient phase steers the direction of the main beam, Or, away from the
direction of the received signal, 0., to a new direction.

* 0
Writing the series in closed form and expressing the T, In terms of Os, the nor-

malized output Is

d p sin ) e[ffC s ) 2c sinejON=Pg - - a

sin L4 M sin ]el (12)

•4 sin dco 2sin 0

Since the mait beam is no longer pointed in the signal direction (the time coincident
direction, OT), the received signal is attenuated. This attenuation is determined by the
last terms of Equation (12).

B. Determination of Main Beam Direction

In order to determine the main beam's new direction' 0, as a function of the delay
cIncident direction, OT, given by Equation (6), Equation (101 (the expression fer the
n- element signal with respect to the reference element, n = o) must be written in
terms of the angles 

0
T and Os.

Nd sin 0T - (sin _ T) (13)e4 WUtf in0T) -n d
c (sin5 - sin 1)]

6
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Summing the N element signals and normalizing, yields an awreiwe for the
summn netwodes Owput, G

sinL d [ (ne Ca itf sn

sn M In- - sin (5

P.2c\ sa 5 we 9

factrrIsda(ium)

Nsin[.. A a~ - a1i 1.I

2L - a, OW TJ] .

To determine the array's main beam direction or position, Le a =Or- (signal
direction where phase addition or maximum GN occurs) the s ettig I the denoinsor
of the array filter function must oe set equal to zero. That Is,

C, d Sin Or L nel 0. (15)
a2c( (a OT=

Solving for the main beam Position Or o. e., the value of t, for which the filter
factor Is maximum),

O r - s  sin OT radian (16)

it is seen that the position of the main beam (direction of coherent summation) Is
dependent on both the delay coincident direction, OT8 i.e., setting of the delay lines,
and the carrier frequency, Ws. Note that as the carrier frequency varies, both cos and
wif vary by the same number of cycles per second, however, the percent variation of
each is different.

The vnriation of Or with frequency is given by

s in

Here d Is the signal bandwidth. For OT< 450, Equation (17, reduces to p

cko
r r .1 sin OT radians. (18)



The-tn movement, in .- 'di---. with frtqxency Is seem to be approx1mate1y eqWa to
the percent bmndw!dth ti-ces the sin, 6..

As an cxmrwne let us asstume th:

U 3 = 275GHzP

c.,. = 27 0.5 GHz

&0 D -274.5 GRZ.

let =9 assume the direct!on oi delay coincident argle OT = 200. From Equation (16)
the main beam will be phase steered to9 = 2 degrees off broadside, to other words,
if the array time delay units were set to produce element signal coincidence at the
Sunmming networvk for 2 signa arriving at an angle of 20 degrees off boresight, the
main beam of the antenna in this example would point In a direction 2 degrees off bore-

sight.

If the signal is swept over a 5 percent bandvldtb (linear FM for example), the
beam will move as described by Equation (18) by

d9 = 0.27 radians =9.8degrees.

In effect, the beam will appear to have been broadened by 9. 8 degrees with a resultant
loss In antenna gain In that particular direction.

C. Time Delay Steering With Phase Correction

In orde- to cause the main beam direction, Or, and the time coincident direction,
OT'. to coincide and be independent of frequency, the phase gradient term of Equation
(11) must be eliminated before the element signals are summed. This phase gradient
can be eliminated by introducing a progressive phase shift O'n, as shown in Figure 3,
having a value of

LO ~ T W5nT

If this shift is accomplished by adjusting the phase of the local oscillator, the
main beam of the antenna will now be steered back to the direction 0 as determined
by the delay T I e., OT = r, and the beam Is new position will be ijependent of
frequency. T1lj3 can be seen as follows, Introducing the local oscillator phase term,
the normalized output for the i-f delay and phase steered array now becomes
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- " I

LINE

0 I 2 3 n4-

Figure 3. I-F Time Delay Steered Array Antenna
With Phase Corectlon

J [wif(t ~sin 9r)_ws (N-1)d (sin 0. sin r)] (20)

IS
sin sd (. s s - l r

10. 2c -sin Ori

N sinLs (sin 0- sin 0

When the main beam Is pointed in the direction of the received signal, 0. = or, the
output expression reduces to

GN =P -" sin 49s e i tI

) i(t - (21)

9 S 0



Comparing Equation (21) with Equation (12). where no local oscillator phase shift ®
was introduced, It can be seen that the addition of the phase shift has eliminated the
antenns loss term and made the beam direction independent of frequency. This ex-
pression indicates that the 1-f delay-phase steered array has the same response as the
r-f delay steered case given by Equation (5). The only difference in the two expressions
is the output frequency.

It Is interesting to note that if the local oscillator signal of each element were
radiated by Its respective antenna element, the tranamitted beam would be in the es
direction. In effect the delay provides alignment of the envelopes while the local
oscillator phase shift provides alignment of the phase.

D. implementation of Phae Steering

There are any number of vays to obtain the desired local oscillator phase shift.
Any method used w steer a narrowband phased array by shifting the local oscillator
phase would be applicable here. One such example might be to pass the reference
oscillator through a narrowband adjustable delay line, T;, to obtain the desired phase
shift, On. The network must have the delay e

n
n= &;- = n ~s  (22)

The delay required in the first signal element path (n = o) Is the same as the delay 0 0
required in the local oscillator of the last element mixer (0 = N). The delay in the
second signal element path (n = 1) Is identical to the delay ot next-to-last element
mixer local oscillator, etc.

A possible implementation using this technique is shown in Figure 4.

10
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0fl2 3 H1

Figure 4. Implementation )f an I-F Time Delay Steered Array Antenna
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Here, a narrowband delay line having a delay equal to 7s intrOduced between each
element local oscillator. The result s the desired phase shift.

IV. PHASE ERRORS

A. R-F Delay Steering

The difference AOrf in phase between the reference and the A element is
obtained from Figure 1 as

A0Orf = WnT + Wsn - Ws7 o

Signal r-f delay r-f delay (23)

nAh element reference
element

When Tn is selected according to Equation (2) so as to cause the main beam
to point in the 0s direction, A0 reduces to zero as expected. This assumes no phase
or delay errors. It can be seen that a degree of phase error in the r-f delay line of
the nh element produces a degree error in A~r- f . This error as a function of the
delay line variation can be written as

Crf = d [A.ri] = wdTiIrf. (24)

For a given phase error, e, between the two elements, the delay error,
dTn, that can be tolerated is given by

rf
= dnr (25)

Dividing through both sides by rn yields

Cr dTn
ws d~A 1  (26)

The right-hand side is t0? percent delay stability required and is seen to be
equal to the required percent phase stability. For example, let us take

W = 2v 5 GHz

Tn = 20 x 10-9 sec. (27)

= 10 degrees radians
Z[ = 57.7

Then, dTn/Tn = 0. 0278 percent stability.

1 4
11



Using an analog device, this degree of stability would be difficult, if not impossible,
for a large number of devices without some type of feedback. Generally, a &glta! 4r
device using coaxial cable or waveguide is used which simplifies the stability problem
considerably; however, temperature, vibration, and stress effects become critItal.

B. I-F Delay Steering

The difference, Adif, in phase between the reference and nth element for
this case is obtained from Equation (16)by inserting do's as

40f W% ,OfT -0. - O% + 0

Signal i-f Delay LO i-f Delay LO (28)
Phase Phase Phase Phase ref.

Phase of n0 h element Phase of ref.
element

When T n and On are selected according to Equations (8) and (19), Alff reduces to zero.
Again, this assumes no phase errors. The phase error, C, between the two elements
du,- to an error in both Tn and On is given as

Ci= d[A, J=f = dn -do .  (29)

i-f Phase
error

It is important to note that one degree of phase error introduced within the
i-f delay line, or the local oscillator, produces - corresponding one degree error,
Cif, between the two elements. Therefore, the i-f delay and local oscillator taken
together must have the same phase stability as though the delay were performed at
r-f. For convenience, let us divide the allowable phase error. Ef, evenly between
the two steering systems. That is,

Ef = (oifd and l = do (30) 6
27 2

The local oscillator phase shift, On, does not have to be obtained from a delay
line as suggestedearlier. Since this signal is a CW signal, the redundant 27f radian
shifts can be eliminated by using strictly a 277 modulus shifter in the line. With a
total phase variation of 360 degrees, the percent phase error that the local oscillator
phasing system can tolerate becomes

Cif d(3
720" 

=  6-0 (31)

From our previous example, where Erf = 10 deg:-ees (Erf = Cif), the phasing stability
would have to be

do.

360 
= 1.38 percent. (32)

12 0
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Turning to the stability required of the i-f delay line, the percent stability can

be written from Equation (29) as

if nlIf

Comparing the I-f delay stability with that of the r-f delay stability of Equation (26)
yields

dca T (34)

In other words, for the same phase stability (tLe factor 2 appears from aseump-
ion of Equation (30), the required delay stability of the I-f delay line is reduced from
:hat of the r-f delay line by one-half the ratio of the r-f to I-f frequencies. Both systems
require the same total delay, T

n. The percent I-f delay line stability can be written as 6

if - -n (35T
n ( 0f n lr

Jaing the numbers in the above example and on 1-f frequency of 250 MHz, 0 S

-dnI if = 0.278
n

percent stability, an order of magnitude decrease in the delay stability over that
for the r-f case as indicated by Equation (27). 0

The significant point here is that although a degree of phase shift or error at
i-f results in only a degree error at r-f, It takes a much larger delay error at i-f to
produce the one degree than it takes at r-f. As an example, a one-nanosecond error
in delay at 100 MHz produces a 36-degree phase error. At I CHz this delay error
would result in a 360-degree phase error.

Comparing the stabilities required of the two steering systems, i.e., the I-f
technique, Equations (31) and (32) with that of the r-f technique, Equation (26), the i-f
approach does not require as stable a control as the r-f case. However, this stability
requirement is offset by the fact that i-f steering requires two separate steering systems,
one phase and the other delay.

Since the transmit process is the reciprocal of the receive case, the above
analysis holds for both. A given i-f delay error of dTn jIf corresponding to, say, one
degree will produce only one degree error at r-f. The differential delay, dTn, between
the rexlated waveforms of the two elements will still be present but the phase error
will correspond to that at the i-f and not at r-f.

13I



As the differentis-l delay between the two element signals increases (assuming
no phai error) the procesued signal-to-noisc ratio will be degraded. It is shown else-
where (3] that If the differential delay between the two end elements of an array is equal
to the signal's pulse width, ten the resultant SIN will be degradee by ahoat 3 db. This
condition will be equivalent to numerous 21 radians of phase shift. For a bandwidth of
50 percent or less, and phase errors of 10 degrees or ,o, this type of delay error will
produce negligible degradation (less than 0. 1 db).

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that i-f time delay steering o ,an array antenna will pass a wide-
band signal without distortion and provide proper beaw stekring. it is shown that in
addition to adding the delay at i-f, an additional Incremental phase shift must 'e in-
troduced into the local oscillator of each mixer to provide coherent element summation.
That Is, steering a wideband &,-ray antenna by I-f time delay steering involves both
the phase steering which is suf{icIent in Itself for a narrcwband array and ' ine delay
steering which is sufficient In itself for a wideband array when the delay is done at
the r-f frequency.

It has further been shown thzt delay stability requirements are relaxed at the
lower i-f frequencies. However, Oe addition of a phasing steering system further
complicates the problem.

10
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